
Escape From Sivad Yrarbil

Chapter 1─ Backyard Scavenger Hunt



Our story begins with “once upon a time,” because that is the way all the best stories
begin.

So, once upon a time in a far off land called Davis County there lived a nine-year-old
girl named Sophia, but most people called her Sophie. Sophie was staying with her Aunt Joy
while her parents were in Hawaii having their second honeymoon.  It was very exciting at first.
Sophie’s aunt lived in a home that used to be a library, but not just any library. This library was
the oldest library in the town and was founded by a couple who had been famous magicians
and traveled the world doing magic shows and collecting magical artifacts.  Everything looked
like it came from a movie or a museum and there was at least one bookshelf in every room.
Even the bathroom!  However, Sophie soon found out that she wasn’t supposed to touch
anything and got bored.  That is when she met Noah and Mateo, the ten-year-old twin brothers
who lived next door to her aunt.

One day while her aunt was down the street chatting with her neighbors, Sophie, Noah,
and Mateo decided to explore.  What could be more fun than that?  They wandered through
the house and saw a lot of cool things, but it was all stuff they couldn’t touch.

“Isn’t there anywhere else to explore?” whined Mateo.
“Well, just the attic, but Aunt Joy said not to go up there.  She said it’s dangerous with

the loose floorboards,” replied Sophie.
“Dangerous is fun!” Mateo said with a twinkle in his eye.
“I don’t think we should be doing this. Maybe we could explore the backyard,” said Noah

in his soft voice.  You’d think since Noah didn’t speak up a lot that those children would listen
to him when he actually did say something.  However, Mateo often ignored Noah, especially
when it meant doing something “fun.”

“Where’s it at?” asked Mateo.  Sophie reluctantly told him, and before she could tell him
to stop, Mateo was already up the stairs and opening the door.

Mateo suddenly stopped and stared.  Sophie couldn’t stop soon enough and crashed
into him.  Because Sophie stopped when she ran into Mateo, Noah slammed into her.  They all
looked around at the room.  It was obvious why. While most people had a few things around
their house and a cramped attic, Aunt Joy had a cramped house with only one thing in her
attic: a trunk.  It looked old and well worn.  Before Sophie and Noah could do more than stop
and stare, Mateo had run to the trunk and opened it up.  Sophie and Noah walked over to see
what was inside.  They looked down at the trunk. There was one, single book inside!

"Aw, just a book?" Mateo said. "Booooring."
Noah picked it up and slowly opened it.  As they sat back, trying to decide what to do

next, they felt a small earthquake.  Noah tossed the book in the trunk and they all looked
around trying to find somewhere to hide, but the trunk was the only thing in the room.  They
crouched down and covered their heads.

After the shaking stopped, they looked up and the trunk was gone!  They searched
through the whole room, then they searched the rest of the house.  Not only was there no sign
of the trunk, but something didn't seem quite right. Things weren't where they were supposed



to be. Everything had shifted.  Had that clock been in a different room?  A tingle ran down their
spines.  They decided to check outside to see if the trunk was there. They ran down the stairs,
to the back of the house, through the kitchen, and out the back door and stopped suddenly,
again.  Wow!  There were so many cool things back there. Sophie didn’t remember seeing any
of this when she saw the backyard yesterday.  It seemed almost magical.  Then something
flew by right in front of their faces.  They jumped back startled, and then looked at each other.

“Cool!” said Mateo and he started to chase after it. It looked like a miniature flying
dragon!

Was �� ��en ���s���e t��� �t �a� � d���on?  Sho��� t�e� f����w i�?  Wha� �� t�� �ra��� �s
da���r�u�?  Wha� ��s� �o ��� t�i�k ���h� �� in ���s ma����l �a�k���d?



Chapter 2─Fairy Tale Charades



After searching the house for the missing trunk, Sophie, Mateo, and Noah decided to
search outside.  They all stopped to look around. Then something flew by right in front of their
faces!  They jumped back startled, and then looked at each other.

“Cool!” said Mateo and he started to chase after it. “Look! Dragon flies--get it?
Dragonflies! Ha!” he laughed as he ran around the yard.

As they explored Aunt Joy’s backyard, they found all sorts of things that shouldn’t be
there: a mushroom the size of a soccer ball that glowed and seemed to have a door and
windows; a blue tree with blue leaves and a blue trunk that smelled like pizza; and, of course,
miniature dragons that blew little flames of fire and chased the fairies and brownies around.
Real dragons, fairies and brownies!  How cool was that?  They continued to explore and
discover so many amazing things that they wandered past the backyard.  They wandered so
far, they started to feel lost.

Suddenly, they heard a cackle and out from behind a purple spotted tree jumped an old
lady.

“Well now, I thought I had lost my lunch when Hansel and Gretel ran away.  But now I
have three kids to eat!” she cackled again.  “It must be my lucky day!”

Eat?!?  They didn’t know what she was talking about and they didn’t want to find out.
They ran away as fast as they could. The woods started to get closer together and it started to
get darker.

Darker and scarier, thought Noah.
They had also started to climb uphill.  Where were they?  They weren’t anywhere they

recognized.  Were they even on the same planet?  Just when they all started to get worried,
and when they were too tired to run any longer, they found themselves in a clearing.  They
looked back at the trees.  They were so close together that they looked like a big green and
brown wall.  They looked around the clearing.  They were walled in by trees except directly
across from them.  On the other side of the clearing, they saw a lot of rocks and boulders.

“Let’s hide over there!” shouted Mateo.
“Yes,” agreed Sophie, “I don’t think I can run any longer.”
As they approached the rocks, they saw a little cave. As they were deciding if it was

safe to go in, out popped a girl about their age with golden hair.  She told them they should
turn around and that it was dangerous in the cave.

“Three bears live there,” she said, “and they are grouchy.  They got mad at me and told
me to go home.  They used those words exactly: ‘Go home!’ I can’t believe it.  Can you believe
how rude that was?  Well, I’m leaving.  I won’t stay around anyone so rude.”  Before any of
them could respond, she climbed up the rocks and over the other side.

Talking bears?  That sounded a little too scary. They all started to move away from the
rocks, but then they heard a noise from the woods. It would take too long for them to climb the
rocks.  They had to hide.  They wanted to avoid the witch and hoped that talking bears might
be more reasonable than non-talking bears from back home.

“I don’t think we should be doing this...” said Noah as they bent down to enter the cave.



After only a few feet, it was too dark to see.  “Wait,” said one of the twins, “I got it!” They
heard a fumbling noise and then there was light. Mateo had a miniature flashlight in his back
pocket.  “I got this as a prize last summer at the library.  I always carry it around, just in case.”
Now that they had light, they saw a tunnel ahead of them and followed it.

It was only a few minutes later when the tunnel opened up into a large living room.
They saw three bears of different sizes, dressed in clothes and sitting on chairs.  The big bear
was dressed in a vest and had reading glasses on his nose.  He was reading a newspaper and
sitting on a tall, hard chair.  The medium bear was in a dress and had a bow in front of one ear.
She was knitting something while sitting on an overstuffed medium chair that looked so soft
that, if she had been any smaller, she might have gotten lost in all the cushions.  The small
bear was dressed in shorts and sitting on a small hard chair with soft cushions. He was playing
a handheld video game.

“What do you want?” growled the big bear.  “Who are you?  We just got rid of the last
pest.  Why do you people keep bothering us?  We just finished fixing up and cleaning the
house after the last ‘visit.’  We don’t need more problems.”

Mateo rushed to explain so quickly that it all sounded like one big word. The medium
bear gently hushed him, pointed to Sophie, and asked her very sweetly if she would please
explain why they were breaking into their house. After a slightly tearful explanation, with
Mateo adding all sorts of over-the-top details, and Noah standing quietly, not wanting to say
anything, they soon found that the bears were actually quite nice.  It started with the little bear
giving introductions.

“That’s Poppa Bear, that’s Momma Bear, and I’m Cinn, short for Cinnamon,” he said.
Then the bears found places for them to sit,  brought out some snacks to eat, and even

played a game of charades with them. While Sophie, Mateo, and Noah were there, they got
the whole explanation.  The Bears apparently had a bad reputation among the neighbors for
being grouchy.  They explained that they weren’t actually very grouchy, they just weren’t very
happy to come home and find some pesky little girl had broken their chairs, eaten their food,
and slept in their beds.  And she didn’t just do it once--she came over all the time.  Sophie,
Mateo, and Noah also found out they weren’t in Davis County anymore, just as they
suspected.  They were in a magical land called Sivad Yrarbil.  After the snacks and game, the
Bears invited the children to stay for dinner, but while it had been fun, the children were
anxious to get home.

“We’ll just head back the way we came if you could give us some directions,” Sophie
said.

“But you can’t get home the same way,” explained Momma Bear.

Wha� ��d M���a ���r �e��?  Can ���y ��� ho�� �� al�? Did ���y ���e t��� h���r� �it�� �r ���l
s�e ��t�� t�e�?  Wha� �� b�a�� ��t �o� s���k�?



Chapter 3─Kitchen Science



“We’ll just head back the way we came if you could give us some directions,” Sophie
said to the Bear family.

“But you can’t get home the same way,” explained Momma Bear.
Sophie, Mateo, and Noah were shocked and upset by the news.  “What do you mean?”

Sophie asked.
“You have to find the Wise Wizard.”  Momma Bear insisted. “He’s the only one who can

help you get home.”  The children were very disappointed but determined.  If that was the only
way, that was what they’d do.

“How do we do that?” Mateo asked.
“Just start by following the river.  The river will take you to the Wise Wizard,” said

Winnie.
The Bear family was then nice enough to show the children a back door to help them

avoid the witch.  Then the children waved to them as they left.
As they walked away, they heard someone cackle and say, “I can’t see you, but I can

smell you!”  Was that the witch?  They ran as fast as they could to the river and followed it as it
flowed up the mountain.  It flowed up, not down! How awesome!  As they neared the top, they
had to slow down.  They took a second to listen and couldn’t hear anything, so they paused to
look around.  At the very top of the hill, they saw a small, brass gravy boat with a lid sitting
there by itself.  At least, that’s what Sophie thought it looked like.  They didn’t want to get too
close, so they stayed where they were.  Well, two of them did.

“Cool!” Mateo said, running to pick it up.
“I don’t think you should be doing that,” said Noah.
“Mateo, stop!” Sophie shouted at the same time.
Mateo lifted it up.  A cloud of heavy, white smoke filled the air and surrounded them.

Then the smoke merged together and changed colors as it formed a man.  He was eight feet
tall, bare chested and wearing loose, flowy pants.

“What. Do. You. Want.” His words seemed to echo. Mateo rushed to explain again, only
this time he could be understood.  He explained how they got there and how the witch was
chasing them.  The tall man was nice enough to introduce himself.  He was a djinn (also
known as a genie).  It was then they noticed what was in his hands.  He was holding a bottle of
diet cola and a package of mints.

“What’s that?” asked Mateo, pointing to the djinn’s hands.
“Oh, um,” the djinn’s face flushed with color, “it’s, uh, just a little food experiment!  Never

mind!”  The djinn cleared his throat, held out his hands, and the cola and mints turned into
smoke and faded away.  He cleared his throat again, placed his hands on his hips and
declared,  “You have rubbed my lamp and awakened me! I will grant you three wishes.” Before
Mateo could say anything, Sophie grabbed his arm and slapped her hand over his mouth.
“Let’s talk about this,” she said.



It didn’t take long.  After they talked it through, they decided what they wanted.  They
really only wanted one thing, and they all wanted the same thing.  Sophie said, “Our only wish
is to go home.”  The djinn looked sad as he slowly shook his head.

“Only the Wise Wizard can send you home!” he bellowed, which was the only tone of
voice he seemed to have.

“Can you send us to the Wise Wizard?” Mateo asked. The djinn shook his head again.
“The journey home does not include shortcuts!  However, I can give you the exact three

items you will need!  They will help you on your journey and keep you away from the
Ravenous Witch!”

“So, that’s her name!” exclaimed Mateo.  Sophie and Noah were not as easily
distracted.  They were more interested in what the djinn would give them.  They waited
expectantly for the items to appear.

As the “gifts” materialized in their arms, the djinn turned back into smoke and
disappeared back into the lamp. The children stared at the gifts in confusion.  They were each
holding a kitchen item: Sophie held an empty, wooden bread box, Noah held a heavy, dented
frying pan, and Mateo held an old, raggedy recipe book.  This was exactly what they needed?

How ����d �i�c��� t���g� �os���l� ��l� �he� ��t ���e? Wil� �h��� �t�a�g� ���� he�� t��� fin� �he
Wis� ���a�d?  An� �h� �as ���t ���c� �o r����o�s?



Chapter 4─Fairy Tale Bingo



After meeting with the djinn, Sophie, Noah, and Mateo continued on their way.  As they
walked, they looked at the objects they had received: a wooden bread box with a hinged lid, a
dented frying pan, and an old cookbook.

“How can these things possibly help us?” Sophie wondered.
Mateo flipped through the pages of his recipe book, and then looked over his brother’s
shoulder at the frying pan.  “Well, if we see that witch again, we can bonk her on the head with
that pan.”

As soon as Mateo said the word “bonk,” the heavy frying pan began to quiver in Noah’s
hands.

“What’s happening?” gasped Sophie.
“It started doing that when Mateo said ‘bonk.’” replied Noah.  As soon as Noah uttered

the word “bonk,” the pan rose up and whizzed straight towards Sophie’s head.  She quickly
ducked, and the pan crashed into a nearby tree.  Wham! Wham! The tree shook and a flurry of
blue leaves spun down as the pan repeatedly hit the trunk.  After a minute, the pan halted and
dropped to the ground.

“Ha! I like that pan,” laughed Mateo.
Suddenly, the three friends froze. Something was rustling in the tall grass growing along

the side of the road. Then out hopped a grey animal with long ears.
“Aww, it’s a bunny rabbit,” Sophie cooed.
“I am not!” the animal answered.  “I’m a hare.”  After everything the kids had seen since

their arrival in Sivad Yrarbil , talking animals weren’t surprising.
“Are you sure? You look like a bunny,” said Mateo.
The hare sniffed. “Well, I should know what I am, shouldn’t I?  What are you kids doing

here anyway?  I haven’t seen your kind in these parts before.”
“We’re looking for the Wise Wizard to help us get home.  Do you know where he is?”

asked Sophie.
The hare paused before answering, “Follow the river down to the lake.  Wait there, and

don’t wander off!  You’ll be sure to find the Wizard by the lake.”
“Thanks, Mr. Bunny!” yelled Mateo.
The hare scowled and loped back through the opening in the bushes.
“You shouldn't tease, especially someone who was helping us,” Sophie chided.
“Well, I’m having a bad hare day,” Marco grinned, and ran his hands through his dark

hair, making it stick out at odd angles.
Noah snorted at his brother’s joke and retrieved the frying pan from where it had landed

under the tree.  It didn’t take the kids long to reach the lake.  Sophie and Noah stopped to
admire a flock of tiny dragons that were zipping across the surface of the sparkling water, but
Mateo flopped down on the beach.  “This is boring. I hate waiting,” he whined.

Sophie and Noah set their belongings down on the coarse sand.  “Look at that one,”
Sophie exclaimed, pointing out an iridescent pink dragon that was sitting on the surface of the



lake like a duck. Suddenly, all the dragons flew off.  They were gone in seconds.  “I wonder
what scared them?” mused Noah.

Ripples formed in the center of the lake.  The ripples turned into waves, and advanced
towards the shore.  Then, with an enormous splash, a horse burst onto the beach.  Sophie and
Noah gaped at it, but Mateo jumped up.

“Do you know where the Wise Wizard is?” he blurted.
The horse shook water from its long blue-grey mane, “What? No, there aren’t any

wizards around here,” it answered.  “But come, get on my back, I’ll take you to him.”
“Cool!” exclaimed Mateo, and jumped on the horse’s back.
Sohpie climbed on behind Mateo, but Noah cried out, “Wait no, that’s not a horse, it’s a

kelpie! It will try to drown you!”  But the creature was already galloping back into the waves.
Noah grabbed the frying pan and cried, “Bonk, bonk!” The pan zoomed towards the

kelpie and began bashing it.  Sophie and Mateo jumped down, and the kelpie disappeared
back into the depths.  Mateo scooped up the frying pan after it stopped bonking the kelpie and
splashed back to the beach.

“Thanks, bro,” mumbled Mateo, handing the pan back to Noah.
“Yeah, thanks,” stammered Sophie.  “How did you know what the thing was anyway?”
Noah answered, “I read about kelpies once in a book on fairy tale creatures.”

Wh� �id ��� h��e ��n� �h� �i�s �� ��it �� t�e ��k�? Wil� �h� ���s fi�� t�e ���r-el����e W�s�
Wiz��� b��o�� t�� Ra��n�u� W��c� ��t� �he�?  Wil� Mat�� �e�l ��� m��e ��d ���es?



Chapter 5─Monster Dice & Draw



“That frying pan sure came in handy against the kelpie,” Mateo said as the kids walked
away from the lake.

“I wonder what these other things can do.”  Sophie ran her fingers over the smooth
surface of the wooden box.  “I wish the djinn had given us a magic, purple crayon, like in a
book I once read.”  Sophie tipped the box to examine it from another angle, and something
rattled inside. She opened the lid, and there inside was a brand new purple crayon.  “Look at
this!” Sophie exclaimed, holding the crayon up.  “The box was empty before.”

“Let me see that,” exclaimed Mateo, grabbing the box. “I wish we had a magic carpet
that could take us all home.”  Nothing happened.

“The djinn said there were no shortcuts,” Sophie reminded Mateo. “And it’s a small
box--maybe it can only make small things? I wish I had a sketchpad.” Instantly, a sketchbook
appeared inside the box.

“We should be more careful with that, it might be dangerous,” Noah warned.
“Well, it couldn’t hurt to ask for a backpack. I’m getting tired of carrying this,” Mateo said,

holding up the cookbook.
Sophie said, “I wish we had a backpack,” and pulled a thin nylon drawstring backpack

out of the box.  The kids put the cookbook, frying pan, and box into the pack, and Mateo slung
it on his back.  Sophie kept her new crayon and sketchpad out, though.  She breathed in the
scent of the paper, and wondered what she should draw first.

“Look, something’s coming!” Noah pointed to a shape in the sky.  It was rapidly getting
bigger.

“It’s the Ravenous Witch flying on a broom, run!” Mateo yelled.  The children sprinted
towards a stand of trees, but before they got very far the witch landed right in front of them.

“Ah, ha!”  she cackled, “I knew I could count on my pet hare to locate you.”
“You mean that bunny rabbit who told us to wait by the lake?” Mateo asked.

“He’s a hare,” said the witch, “and he is excellent at finding dinner for me.”  The witch pulled a
slender wand out of her voluminous sleeve and started muttering a spell.  A cage of brambles
grew out of the ground, and within moments it surrounded the three children.

“Now, I need to start a cooking fire,” said the Ravenous Witch, and turned to gather
fallen tree branches.  Sophie, thinking quickly, used her purple crayon to draw a monster with
sharp fangs and long claws.  The monster came to life, growing bigger as it jumped off the
paper, and burst through the tangle of brambles.

“EEEEEEEE!” shrieked the Ravenous Witch.  The monster charged at the old woman,
stomping on her broom in the process. The witch ignored the broken pieces of her broom and
ran away as fast as she could, Sophie’s monster hot on her heels.

Noah and Mateo climbed out of the cage through the gap the monster had made.
When Sophie clambered through the tight opening, her arm scraped against a large thorn.
“Ouch” she cried, jerking her arm away and dropping the crayon in the process.  The crayon hit
a rock when it landed and broke in two.  Sophie retrieved the pieces, but the color had faded to
grey, and when she tried to draw with the jagged end, it didn’t leave a mark on the paper.



“Don’t worry about it, we still have the box,” Noah reminded her.
“I suppose that monster will keep the Ravenous Witch busy for a while,” Sophie said.

“Let’s find a place to rest.”

Wil� �h� ���s �e� � b��a� f��� t�� �ay���? Is ��e Rav���u� W�t�� g��e ��r ��o�?  Is ��er� ���
re�� f�� �u� w���� t��e�s��e?



Chapter 6─Scandinavian Stories



“That was a close one! I hope Sophie’s monster keeps the Ravenous Witch busy for a
while,” said Mateo as the threesome plodded away from the remains of the bramble cage.

“We’ve been walking for hours, and we don’t know which way we need to go.  Let’s sit
under those trees and have something to eat,” Sophie suggested.  Even Mateo was too weary
to protest, so they made their way to the neat rows of apricot trees that were up ahead.

When they got there, Sophie sighed and sank down on a mossy spot of ground.  She
examined the cut on her arm that she had gotten when she climbed out of the bramble cage.
It was long, but not deep. It had mostly stopped bleeding. “Cool! You’re going to have an
awesome scar,” said Mateo.

Sophie frowned and lowered her arm. “Would you hand me my box?” she asked.
Mateo retrieved the box, and Sophie asked the boys, “What do you want to eat?”

“Pizza,” Mateo and Noah both answered at the same time.  Sophie smiled at that.  The
twins looked alike, but they were very different people. She supposed everyone could agree
on pizza though.  One by one, Sophie took slices of pepperoni pizza out of her box. The kids
were enjoying their meal when an angry voice made them jump.

“Here now, you can’t just waltz in and sit down on my property,” the voice proclaimed.
Noah dropped his pizza and gasped in surprise.  Standing right in front of them was a little
man, no taller than the twins. He had a white beard, and wore a pointy red cap.

“We’re sorry, it’s just that we were so tired, and I think we’re lost, and we’ve had a really
long day.  Would you like some pizza?” Sophie babbled.

The man seemed appeased by the offered food.  He adjusted his hat and sat down next
to Sophie.

“I’m Sophie, and that’s Mateo and Noah,” Sophie said.
The little man squinted at the twins, “Sophie I can remember, but don’t expect me to tell

you two apart,” he said, gesturing to the boys.
“What if he works for the Ravenous Witch like that hare did?” Noah whispered to Mateo.
The little man overheard and leapt back to his feet. “A tomte like me would never work

for a witch!”  he protested.
“We’re sorry,” Sophie apologized again.  “We’re new to this land, we don’t know anyone,

and we need the Wise Wizard to help us get home. Do you know where he is?”
“Hmm,” the man stroked his long beard and paused a moment, then said,  “if memory

serves, the Wise Wizard lives on the mountain top. The north road will take you there; the
wizard’s home is about 10 miles away.”

“Ten miles...it will take hours to walk that far!” complained Mateo.  “Hey Tom, could we
borrow a couple of those horses?” Mateo gestured to a paddock in the distance.

“My name’s not Tom, I’m a tomte; some refer to my people as gnomes.  My name is
Stig. This whole farm, including the orchard, the horses and goats, and the grain fields are
mine to protect.  I’ve got 350 acres,” he said proudly. “But I don’t let anyone borrow my
horses. They won’t let anyone but me ride them anyhow.” Noah sensed something powerful



about the tomte.  Even though Stig was less than 4 feet tall, Noah suspected that Stig could be
dangerous.  Did tomtes have magic?

“Can we at least go look at the horses?” Mateo asked around a mouthful of pizza.
“I suppose that would be all right,” Stig said.
Mateo jumped up, and the others followed. When they arrived at the paddock, Mateo

ripped up a handful of long grass and held it out to the nearest horse.  The horse turned
towards Mateo and ate the offering.  “I see Turid here has taken a shine to you, Noah,” Stig
said, smiling at the boy.

“I like her too”, Mateo responded, not bothering to correct Stig about his name.  Mateo
reached his hand up and rubbed Turid’s nose.

Noah knew this horse wasn’t a kelpie (since they were far from any lakes) but he
couldn’t help feeling nervous all the same. Sophie, on the other hand, stepped up next to
Mateo and gently patted Turid.

Stig said, “You like animals; I’ll introduce you to my friend Anansi.  You three can tell him
your story, and perhaps he will patch up that cut on Sophie’s arm.”

“Anansi?” Mateo asked.
“Ah, here he is now” Stig pointed to the eves of the barn.  Mateo noticed the black spot

that was descending on a thin strand.  “A spider?” he asked.
The spider landed on a fencepost next to Turid. Although he was barely the size of a

pencil’s eraser, Mateo could see the creature bend its front legs in an elegant little bow.
“Anansi, at your service,” the spider said.  Sophie crept closer, and even Noah

cautiously approached.  “I believe I heard Stig say one of you is injured? Let me see.”  Sophie
held out her arm, and tried not to flinch when the spider crawled onto her skin.  Anansi
skittered back and forth across the cut, weaving a thick web over the wound.

“Oh, thank you, that feels better,” Sophie said when Anansi was finished.
“You’re welcome. It will heal in no time now, you won’t even have a scar. But I don’t

work for free. You owe me a story,” Anansi replied.
Stig, the children, and Anansi settled down in the shade, and Mateo told their story, from

finding the trunk in the attic, to being transported to Sivad Yrarbil, to being chased by the
Ravenous Witch, and their search for the Wise Wizard so they could get back home.

When Mateo was done talking, Stig leaned back on his elbow and stroked his beard.
“Well, you won’t make it to the Wizard’s home tonight. It’ll be dark soon,” he said, pointing to
the lengthening shadows. “You kids can sleep here tonight; as long as you are on my land,
you’ll be safe from the witch”.

“Thanks, that sounds wonderful,” said Sophie.

Are ��� c���d�e� r����y �a�� f��� t�e  R���no�� W��c�? Wil� �h�� fi�d ��e w����d �o��?  Wh� �id
t�e �j��� g��e �h�� � �ec��� �o�k?



Chapter 7─Flower Walk



The three kids felt safe on Stig’s farm, but they wanted to get back home.  Sophie wondered if
Aunt Joy was looking for her.  Noah was worried that his mom and dad would think they had run away.
Mateo was just excited and wanted this adventure to last a lifetime.  But they all knew they would feel
better after a good night’s rest.

As they were drifting off to sleep, Mateo said, “It’s so much easier to sleep when you know a
witch can’t get you.”

After a tomte breakfast of curds and whey, and dried apricots, they left the safety of the farm.
They waved goodbye to Stig and Anansi and began to follow the North Road that soon meandered
over to the up-flowing river.  Soon there were fewer and fewer trees, and as they rounded a bend in the
road, the landscape changed.  They were on the edge of a beautiful, vast meadow filled with flowers.
The flower meadow bordered the river and went on further than they could see. Sophie looked out at
the orange-red petals edged in yellow and said, “I know what these are.  They are Indian Blanket
Flowers.  My parents have them in their yard.  Come on you two, I’ll race you to the end of the
meadow!”

Mateo shot off like a race car, quickly passing Sophie. But no matter how fast he ran,
he never seemed to get closer to the end of the meadow. Finally, he had pushed so hard that
he slowed down to catch his breath. As he stood, breathing heavily, he noticed that the flowers
all around him were quickly growing taller. They wrapped their stems around him and pulled
him to the ground.  On the way down, he yelled, “Help! Help!” but by the time he was on the
ground, he was asleep.  Sophie and Noah ran to Mateo and grabbed at the flower stems to
pull them off of him.  But the Indian Blanket Flowers again grew larger in seconds and wound
their stems around Sophie and Noah’s arms and legs, pulling them both down to the ground.
Sophie fought as hard as she could, but the flowers had wrapped her up like a blanket and she
was getting sleepier and sleepier.  Just before she fell asleep, she called, “Help us!  Help us!”
But, the flowers soon had the children well on their way to dreamland.

Wil� �h� ���l��en ���� wa�� ��?  Co�l� �h� flo���s be ����l�?  Do ��p��e’s a��� �n� �he ���s’
pa���t� �no� �h��� �he� ���?   Do c���s ��� w�e� t���� go��?



Chapter 8─Twisted Tales



The witch had been following them again and swooped down to grab the three sleeping
children.  “My lucky day, the enchanted flowers have made my work easy today.  Sleeping
children smell so delicious. Oh, I’m salivating,” she said, as her pointed tongue came out
between her teeth and glided across her gray top lip. A bit of drool ran between the warts on
her chin.

Sophie, Noah, and Mateo woke up to find themselves in a cage in the yard of the witch.
Mateo, rubbing his eyes, caught sight of the witch’s gingerbread house covered in candy and
did a double take.  “Whoa--where are we? How did we get here?”

“This must be the witch house from ‘Hansel and Gretel’. And I have a feeling we may be
on tonight’s dinner menu,” said Sophie.

“We never should have gone up to the attic,” said a frightened Noah.
Suddenly, they heard the witch screeching as she hurled their recipe book out the door.

“Newt’s tail and licorice drops, that blasted book is filled with blank pages and it’s no good to
me!” The book landed with open pages just out of reach of their cage.

Sophie checked to make sure the witch wasn’t coming after the book. Then she
reached for the recipe book. But her arm wasn’t long enough!  Mateo tried too, but his arm was
also too short.   Noah said, “Mateo, see if you can use your leg and foot to pull it in.”

Mateo stretched his leg between the bars. Sweat started to bead on his forehead. The
sound of the witch screeching and banging around angrily inside the house made him grit his
teeth and reach as far as he could.  His foot touched the book and he pulled it toward the
cage. “Almost...got it!” he said, grabbing the book with his hand and quickly starting to turn the
pages. But unlike the witch, he could see recipes on every page. “Hey, look at this,” Mateo
said, pointing to a recipe In the dessert section called Freedom Swirls.  The other two children
huddled around him. “Look at what? I can’t see anything,” said Sophie. “I can’t either,” said
Noah, confused. “It looks like Mateo is the only one who has access to the magic in the book.
It was blank when I looked in it,” Sophie commented.

Mateo stood, clasping the book. In a confident voice, he said, ”I think this book has a
recipe that can free us from the cage. Let’s try it.”

Mateo slowly read the recipe:.

Fre���� Swi��s

In��ed����s:
Spi� �r�� ��l ��o w��� t� �e �r��
A ha�� �r�� �he ����
Dir� �r�� � �la�� ��u w��� t� �e �r�� o�



1.  Mix ��� d��� wi�� t�� �p�� u��n� � 4-in�� s�i�k.
2. Swi�� t� ��� ri��t ��re� ���es.
3.  Swi�� t� ��� le� ���c�.
4.  Tak� ��r�e ���� b�e��h� ��d �e� �h�� �ap���s

“Eeeew, this is the grossest dessert I have ever heard of,” said Sophie. But she and
Noah found a stick and followed Mateo’s directions. When they were on their last breath, the
lock on the cage started vibrating. Then it popped open!  Sophie whispered, “The witch is still
inside. Let's go--follow me.”

Mateo pushed himself to the entrance and said, “No, follow me.  Come on!”
The three ran from the witch’s yard and didn’t stop till they were deep in the forest.

“Where are we?” Sophie said, gasping for breath. “I don’t know...but maybe we should take
that path?” Noah said, pointing at a rocky uphill path. “The Wise Wizard does live at the top of
the mountain…”

After walking for a couple of hours, they came to a rock house.  All shapes and sizes of
rocks, stones, and pebbles made up the walls.  “Should we go in?” Sophie whispered. “We
have to try!” Mateo whispered back, moving bravely toward the door and knocking loudly.

“Who is it?” a nasally voice asked.
Sophie said, “It’s Mateo, Noah, and Sophie, and we are lost.”
The door opened a crack and they could see the snout of a pig. “Come in, come in,” the

pig snorted. The three stepped inside. “Now, now, have a seat and tell me about yourselves
while I get you something to drink, shall I?” said the pig, who was wearing a plaid waistcoat
with a gold watch chain.  The children introduced themselves and soon found themselves
pouring out their whole tale to the pig, who was named Bart and was a very good listener. He
gasped, laughed, and sighed at all the right places. “We really just want to go home,” Sophie
finally said at the end of the story. “Sivad Yrarbil is a cool place but we miss our own homes.”

Bart said sympathetically, “I can imagine how difficult that is, my dear. Why, my brothers
lost their homes entirely when the Big Bad Buffalo stomped them to bits. They live with me
now, but they miss their old homes too.”

“The Big Bad Buffalo--he sounds awful!” said Sophie, patting Bart’s hoof. “Yes, he is,
and we are always a bit afraid that he might return,” Bart said with a shiver.

“This house seems pretty buffalo-proof, though. Did you build it?” asked Sophie.
Bart said, “No, we bought it from the Wise Wizard. He lived here for years, but decided

the winters were too brutal.”
Mateo cried, “Oh no! He doesn’t live at the top of the mountain anymore? Where is he?

How can we find him?”



Bart said, “Oh don’t fret, lad, he didn’t go far. He has a wonderful house on the next
terrace down.  But it’s getting late and the Big Bad Buffalo always roams around right before
sunset.  You are welcome to stay the night with us and then find him tomorrow if you like. ”

“We’ll stay!  I can’t wait to tell my friends I stayed with the Three Little Pigs,” Mateo said,
smiling.

“Little?” Bart said with a huff, standing on his back legs and stretching to his full height.
“I daresay we are not little, young fellow.”

“Okay, okay--I mean, I’m just excited to tell my friends I was in the land of Sivad Yrarbil,”
Mateo retracted with a sheepish grin.

Did ���y ��a�l� ��s� ��l� �o p���?  How ��� �s Si��� Yra���l?  How ���g ���l i� ��k� �o fi�d ��e W�s� Wiz���?
Is ��e w���h ��il� ���� t�e�?



Chapter 9─Teddy Bear Picnic



After staying the night with the Three Pigs in the stone house, the three traveling
companions headed off to find the Wise Wizard.  They headed down the other side of the
mountain following a trail lined with trees and bushes. It wasn’t long before they were hearing
noises of talking, laughing, and even some random singing. “Who could that be?” Noah
wondered. “Doesn’t sound like the Big Bad Buffalo…” Sophie said. Mateo led them at a
quicker pace.

As they came around a bend, the trail widened into a large meadow. The three stopped
short and stared in surprise. The meadow was filled with bears--and not just any bears, teddy
bears of all shapes and sizes! There must have been about 200 of the furry creatures. That
alone would have been a sight to see in the mountains, but the teddy bears were not sitting
quietly in place like they did at home. They were moving, talking, laughing,  and very busy.
Some were directing activities of setting up tables and canopy tents; others were carrying and
unpacking picnic baskets full of food.

The kids moved down towards the mayhem of activity. They asked a tan bear wearing
a green vest if the Wise Wizard was around.

“Oh, sure.  He is over at his house just through the trees.  I think he is in a planning
meeting right now.  You’ll need an appointment to see the wizard.  By the way, my name is
Buster, what’s yours?  I don’t see many of your types around.  Will you be joining us for the
picnic?” he said in a friendly tone.

They quickly introduced themselves and said they were not sure if they would be at the
picnic.  “When does it begin?  I’m getting hungry,” said Mateo.

Buster said, “In about an hour.  We haven’t had any humans at the Teddy Bear Picnic in
decades.  You’ll have to check with Ted to see if you can join us for the picnic.  Also, he can
get you an appointment with the Wizard. Ted is one of the original Teddy Bears from 1902.  He
may be old, but he’s smart, and hasn’t lost any of his stuffings yet.”

They soon found Ted, a distinguished looking bear with a kindly smile. They told him
how they were trying to get home and asked when they could see the Wise Wizard.

In a deep, calm voice, Ted said, “Not until after the picnic, young ones.  He is tied up
taking care of the details.  Why don’t you make yourselves at home and enjoy the picnic?”

Another bear called Ted away and, with a pat on each of their heads, he left them. Noah
quietly said, “I just want to go home.  Let’s go find the Wise Wizard.”

Sophie and Mateo agreed, although Mateo looked longingly at a passing teddy bear
carrying a basket of fancy chocolate cakes.  They quietly made their way to the home of the
Wise Wizard and hid behind some bushes.  It wasn’t long before he emerged out of his house,
followed by an entourage of Teddy Bears holding clipboards and taking notes.  The wizard
wore white pants, a white shirt, a white vest, and a white cape.  He was clean-shaven and
wore a derby hat with a long feather sticking out of it.  He wasn’t exactly dressed the way they
expected, but who cared--he was the wizard!  Mateo jumped out of the bushes and called out,
“Hello, your Wizardness, we are not from this land and want to get home.  Would you please
help us?”



The wizard stopped and stared at the three children with a puzzled expression on his
face.  “How did you get here?”

They all started telling the story at once, even Noah. All the details of their journey
poured out of their mouths, including telling about the magical objects.

The wizard waited for them to finish and then said, “See me after the picnic.”  With long
strides, he headed off.

“Nooooooooo!”  all three of them spontaneously cried out.
The Wizard glanced back at them and said, “You have the answer with you.”
The kids stared at each other.  Sophie took charge, “Okay, everyone check your

pockets.”  After a thorough search of all their pockets, Noah looked at the box.  Mateo looked
at Noah looking at the box.  Sophie looked at the box and opened the box.  Inside was  a
single slip of paper which she grabbed out and read out loud:

Dar��� d�e�� y�� �a�� d��e �� y�u ���v��e� t��� l���,
Ad�e�t���� co��l���� an� ��w, he�� ��u s���d.
Vic���y �� �o�r�; it's �i�� t� ��ec� ���.
In�i�� t��� ve��� y�u’l� fi�d ��u�s �� �el� ���.
Siv�� Y��r�i� �s ���c�� to ���
Lo�k �� �he ���d� �lo��, t�e� t�� ��po���� wa�.
Ima���� yo�� �t���, to��� �t i� ��n�.
But ���d ��, to���r�� �ol�� m��� a�v����re ��� f��.
Rem����r, in ���� yo� ���er ���� to �� ��re�,
As �o� ��ad ��ff��en� �t���e�, yo�’l� fi�d �o�s �� ex���r�.
Re�d� �� go? One ���� hi��: g�a�p ���s ���h�! Yo�’l� be fi��--
Yo� j��� sa� �h� ���d� �ad� �� t�e fi�s� �et��� �f e�c� ��ne.

Sophie read the poem again a little more slowly and looked at the boys with a smile on
her face, “This is how we can get home.”

“I don’t get it,” said Mateo.  “I thought the wizard would just magic us home.  Let’s go to
the picnic, eat, and then get Mr. Wise Wizard to sprinkle some magic on us or whatever he
needs to do.”



“Mateo, this poem has magic in it. Let’s give it a try,” Noah encouraged.  “Read it again,
Sophie.”

Sophie read it one more time and said, “Okay, we have to all hold on to this and I think
we are supposed to say ‘Sivad Yrarbil’ backward. Also, look, the same letters of Sivad Yrarbil
are written as the first letter of each line going bottom to top.”

Noah wrinkled his brow in concentration and said, “D, A, V, I, S, L, I, B, R, A, R, Y.  Does
it say Davisli Brary?  What does that mean?”

“It’s Davis Library!! That’s the library close to my aunt’s house!  Come on, let’s hold on
to the paper together and say ‘Davis Library,’ ” Sophie said excitedly.

“What about the chocolate cake--I mean, the picnic?” Mateo complained
“We can find a snack when we get back, Mateo.  Take hold of the paper and on the

count of three, we are all going to say ‘Davis Library’!” Sophie said.
Reluctantly, Mateo grabbed the edge of the paper as Noah held onto another corner.

With three hands on three corners, the count to three began.  Sophie said “one,” and the other
two joined her to call out, “two, three… ‘Davis Library’!”

They felt a small earthquake and everything went dark for just a moment.  In a moment,
they found themselves back in Aunt Joy’s attic standing right in front of the trunk.  Everything
around them was just as it had been before they left. Even the afternoon sunlight streaming
through the windows was the same, as if no time had passed.

“We did it!” Sophie said excitedly.  “And the poem also said we will have lots more
adventures.”

“I don’t know if I’m up for any more adventures...I don’t want to get close to being
someone’s dinner again,” said Noah with a shiver. He peered into the trunk. “Hey, look at all
the books in here. There was only one before,” he said. “Those books look like they’re full of
adventures and there are more books at the library. I think I’ll stick to adventures in books. No
one can turn me into dessert that way.”

“Speaking of dessert…” said Mateo, “who’s up for some chocolate cake?”
The three children laughed and headed downstairs for cake...and maybe their next

adventure.

Thanks for following the story of Sophie, Mateo, and Noah and their epic adventure!  Now you
can “Imagine Your Story” by creating a story of your own.

You can read more adventures when you check out your next book at the library.

Story was written by the children’s librarians of the Davis County Library.


